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“The Industrial Revolution and its consequences have been a disaster for the human race.”1 Theodore 
Kaczynski’s manifesto Industrial Society and Its Future (1995) begins with this assertion in the introductory 
text to the manifest. According to Kaczynski the “industrial-technological system” has robbed contemporary 
humans of their autonomy, diminished their rapport with nature, and forced them “to behave in ways that are 
increasingly remote from the natural pattern of human behavior” and this all increased from the Industrial 
Revolution. He predicts that it will inevitably lead to the end of human freedom and calls for a “revolution 
against technology” while he makes an attempt to indicate how that might be accomplished.
 Kaczynski lived from 1971 for 25 years in a remote cabin without running water or electricity 
after being graduated from Harvard University in 1962 at age 20 and becoming an assistant professor 
of mathematics in 1967 at the University of California, Berkeley, where he taught undergraduate courses 
in geometry and calculus. He was also noted as the youngest professor ever hired by the university. His 
self-built cabin was situated in Lincoln, Montana, where he lived and wrote his manifest as a recluse while 
learning survival skills in an attempt to become self-sufficient. Nevertheless he was alone, he refers to 
himself as either “we” or “FC” (Freedom Club). 

Returning to the essentials of daily life was seen as revolutionary to many sixties-era communards. One 
could change the world by making their own candles or growing their own food. Scrapping the system, 
dropping out or “starting from scratch” was – although often mundane, slow, even naïve in its manifestation 
– seen as fundamental to a new world order of the counterculture. “How many people here could build a 
car? How many could refine gas? Could you take care of yourself on the lowest, simplest level?”2 These were 
questions asked by one of the first open-land, counterculture communes in the American Southwest of the 
1960s and 1970s. 
  It was the West, a place saturated with history of utopian dreams and was not interpreted as a 
tabula rasa. Instead the West suggested that it was a place with a history of believing that it was possible to 
build a civilisation from scratch. “It joined a long line of real and fictional western visionaries who chose the 
West as a stage for their utopian plays.”3  
 
In this series of Let’s Kill The Moonlight I try to capture the story of the imaginative reinvention of daily life. 
This was a testing ground for the technologies and ideologies that influenced back-to-the-land practices that 
proliferated in hundreds of communes in the late sixties. The project itself must be seen as a large game of 
references and significations, by connecting these a larger narrative will appear.

1 Theodore K., Industrial Society and Its Future, (1995), Introduction.
2 Stewart Brand, The Last Whole Earth Cataloge (Menlo Park, Calif.: Portola Institute, 1971), 116.
3 Andrew G. Kirk, Counterculture Green: The Whole Earth Cataloge and American Environmentalism 
(Lawrence: Universaty press of Kansas, 2007), 158.





































MATRIX, 2013
Framed achivel pigment print
30x24 cm
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Untitled, 2013
Framed achivel pigment print
100x80 cm

HOTSPRING
BUNKER DAVE, 2013
Framed achivel pigment print
110x88 cm

BOHEMIAN, 2013
Framed achivel pigment print
100x80 cm
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BUNKER HOUSE, 2013
Framed achivel pigment print
64x80 cm
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ZOME 
Smart but not wise, 2016
car rooftops, wood, nails, tar, metal 
pipe, metal straps
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SALVATION MOUNTAIN, 2013
Wallpaper
200x157 cm
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COMPLETE WALKER (FC), 2013
Framed achivel pigment print
34x27cm
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ACCESS TO TOOLS, 2013
Framed achivel pigment print
60x48 cm
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Paste-up board; Let’s Kill The 
Moonlight, 2016
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BASECAMP, 2013
Framed achivel pigment print
40x32cm

Paste-up board; Alloy, materials, 
energy, man, magic, evolution, and 
consciousness, 2016
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